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Abstract  High security solutions are highly important in
wireless medical environments, since patient data is confidential,
sensitive and must be transmitted over a secure connection.
Accordingly, a hybrid encryption method is proposed to ensure
data confidentiality (RSA-2048 for key exchange using ACL in
SDN with the addition of AES-256-CTR and a hashed secret key
for data encryption), and the encrypted data is stored in a private
blockchain with the DBFT consensus algorithm to ensure the
integrity of data before it being accessed by a doctor’s application
which decrypts and displays the relevant information. The system
was programmed using Python, in an NS3.37 simulator installed
on Ubuntu with a MySQL database created using the Apache
XAMPP. The product turned out to be a highly secure system
for transmitting data from a medical sensor to the doctor’s
application, offering a throughput of approximately 9 Gbps for
both encryption and decryption tasks, while the processing time
equaled 0.014 µs per a 128-bit block size for both encryption and
decryption, with latency amounting to 0.14 s per 1 KB of data,
and the blockchain agreement time equaling 4 ms per 1 KB.
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1. Introduction

A wireless body area network (WBAN) is a form of wireless
sensor network composed of small biomedical nodes located
around, within, or over the surface of the body [1]. Standards
applicable to WBAN networks are specified in IEEE 802.15.6
and the solutions of this type are used to meet a variety
of applications over a wide range of data rates and with
stable short range communication capabilities [2]. In the
case of such networks, it is crucial to analyze the data quickly,
so that services supporting real-time decision making may
be provided. In the majority of actual WBAN use cases,
low latency levels must be ensured to monitor the patient’s
condition [3]. The most recent WBAN developments may
be relied upon to improve patient care, optimize monitoring
processes, quickly take actionable decisions and lower the
overall cost of healthcare systems.
The primary challenges faced in a typical implementation of
WBANs focus on security and privacy issues, as sensitive
data is transmitted by sensor nodes [4]. Any data breaches
could harm the patients’ privacy rights and even pose a threat
to their lives [5].
Software defined networks (SDN) have become of interest
for industrial, academic, and government sectors due to the
rapid advances in new technologies and the application of

networking techniques. By innovatively separating the control
and data planes, this new technology allows to control and
manage the network in a programmable manner [6].
SDN architectures are defined by four factors [7]:
• Network devices act as packet forwarding elements without

any control-related features, thus separating the control
plane from the data plane;
• The choice of the forwarding element is flow-based, mean-

ing that it matches a certain condition in a sequence of
instructions carried out by a set of values in the packet
field. The Open Flow protocol is utilized with various APIs
for communication between different planes in SDN;
• For overall network management, the SDN controller func-

tions as a centralized logical host with an abstract view of
the entire network;
• Through programmability, applications running on top of

an SDN controller collaborate with the essential data plane
components.

SDNs have become highly effective as an alternative to tra-
ditional networks due to their flexible and dynamic network
management characteristics [8]. The addition of SDN, in
particular to WBAN applications, shows promise in terms
of overcoming difficulties related to such issues as traffic
management, energy efficiency, security, etc., simultaneously
improving supervisory control [9]. As medical data has to
be transmitted through a secure channel, the need for strong
security solutions in the wireless environment rises [10].
WBANs are used in medical applications to monitor and col-
lect data from wearable medical sensors placed on the human
body. Therefore, they must deliver healthcare-related data in
a highly secure manner.
This paper describes the process of creating a highly secure
system meeting the applicable confidentiality, integrity, and
availability (CIA) criteria, while simultaneously offering
adequate authentication and authorization protections. The
proposed model is characterized by all those features as it
needs to ensure secure delivery of data from medical sensors
to doctor applications, ensuring information security, high
throughput rates and short processing times required for
on-time data delivery. The key contributions in the field of
information security include the following:
1) The public key is generated in the doctor’s application,

with the use of the RSA-2048 algorithm, to exchange the
keys in order to perform mutual authentication. A random
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secret key, with the block size of 256, is generated in the
patient’s device, using SHA-3;

2) An access control list (ACL) protocol-based device MAC
address in the SDN controller is applied to control traffic
flow and to announce the RSA-2048 public key;

3) Healthcare data encryption is ensured by a symmetric
AES-256-CTR algorithm (allowing for efficient parallel
processing) with a hashed secret key for data confidential-
ity;

4) A private blockchain that uses SHA-3 with a block size 256
hash function is used to generate a hash of the collected
data, with the blockchain utilizing DBFT consensus algo-
rithms. The private blockchain used to store the encrypted
healthcare data ensures data integrity and availability, with
a patient ID, the data proper and a time stamp;

5) Blockchain blocks hashed values are encrypted by using
AES-128 with master key, and are stored in the database;

6) The encrypted healthcare data, along with the date and
time stamp, are stored in the database;

7) Healthcare data is decrypted, using AES-256-CTR with
the hashed secret key, in the doctor’s application for au-
thorization.

This paper is organized into six sections, with the introduction
being the first of them. Section 2 describes the related work,
while the information security algorithms used are explained
in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the proposed network
model and the algorithm combination. Section 5 presents
and discusses the results achieved. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.

2. Related Work

Integration of blockchain with software-defined wireless
body area networks (SDWBAN) is a relatively new concept.
However, to create an effective architecture for the design and
its security features have been taken seriously in the SDN-
based WBAN-enabled healthcare system. To achieve this
objective, an in-depth study of the field has been conducted,
focusing on basic concepts of healthcare data encryption
and the integration of SDWBAN systems with a private
blockchain.
To safeguard healthcare data in IoT-enabled healthcare infras-
tructures, an encryption method that employs elliptic curve
cryptography with AES was chosen in [11]. The drawback of
this approach is small key size, which makes the key space
limited.
In paper [12], a WBAN framework asymmetric encryp-
tion algorithm is used. Such a method is known as elliptic
curve cryptography-based ciphertext-policy attribute-based
encryption (CPABE) without bilinear pairing operations. Un-
fortunately, such a solution requires long processing times
while transmitting data. Another WBAN framework rely-
ing on a pseudo-randomly generated secure key and stream
cipher was proposed in [13] to encrypt the exchanged data,
while in [14] a symmetric encryption algorithm AES with

blockchain was implemented. The drawback of such meth-
ods is the key exchange process. The process of integrating
blockchain with a WSN network was also presented in [15].
In article [3], the AES-128 standard is used to encrypt data
using blockchain. The proposed methodology creates a hash
of the collected data using the SHA-256 bit algorithm and
relying on the proof of work (PoW) consensus algorithm.
Key exchange vulnerability is one of the main drawbacks of
this approach. The proposed blockchain consensus algorithm
is characterized by long processing times.
The AES standard is proposed to encrypt the data sensed from
an SDN controller in [16]. The data encrypted by the SDN
controller is collected by a directly connected sink node, and
not by the collecting node, which creates vulnerability-related
issues.

3. Security Algorithms Used

The encryption and key distribution techniques employed in
wireless networks are crucial for maintaining the confiden-
tiality and integrity of data transfers. Wireless networks use
a variety of security techniques [17]:
• RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) – a public-key encryption

method utilized to protect the initial key exchange in wire-
less network security protocols for secure communication
and data exchange through insecure channels (Fig. 1).
• AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) – is widely used

in wireless networks for encryption, particularly when
combined with RSA. It is a symmetric encryption algorithm
that ensures data confidentiality. It consists of four basic
functions used in the encryption and decryption processes.
The combination of these functions, which are performed
multiple times over a specific number of rounds, ensures
a high level of security (Fig. 2).

Start

Enter the prime numbers p and q
Calculate n=p×q

Select public key e

Select private key d
d×e mod (p–1)×(q–1)

e For encryption CT=PT mod n

d For decryption PT=CT mod n

Stop

Fig. 1. RSA algorithm for hashed secret key encryption.
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Fig. 3. CTR mode: a) encryption and b) decryption.

• Counter operation mode with AES. The AES is combined
with the counter mode in the AES-CTR mode. It considers
every data block to be a separate entity, enabling paralleliza-
tion, effective random access, and ensuring low latency.
Each block starts with an increment of the counter value,
which is then combined with the nonce to create a special
nonce, and is then encrypted using the AES method to cre-
ate a keystream. The ciphertext is created by XORing this
keystream with the plaintext, as shown in Fig. 3.
• SHA-3 (Secure Hash Algorithm 3) – is a cryptographic

hash function that is designed to take an input (message)

and produce a fixed-size output, which is typically a digest
or hash value. The primary purpose of the SHA-3 algorithm
is to ensure data integrity and authentication. SHA-3 is
known for its strong cryptographic properties, including
immunity to collision attacks. It is widely used in security
applications, including digital signatures, data integrity
verification, and password storage.

4. Proposed Model

The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 4. It consists
of three sensors (temperature, oxygen, and blood pressure).
These sensors are connected to a switch network device to
collect and transmit the sensing data to the network. Thus,
each patient has a switch and multiple sensors located around
the surface of the body.
The OpenFlow switch that is connected directly to the SDN
controller is used to organize the traffic from the switch to the
access point. The controller manages the forwarding of data
to the connected network devices. Such an approach allows
to scale the network, as the SDN controller is programmable
and flexible. It is capable of controlling and managing the
network due to the separation of data and control planes,
meaning that the controller has a full overview of the network
and the devices that are directly connected thereto. An access
point is a network device used to integrate the network with
the private blockchain. Because the controller is centralized
and the blockchain is decentralized, the blockchain can be
integrated with a distributed device, such as an access point.
The network was built by using modules in the NS3.37
software, and the security algorithm was added to the network
using Python, in NS3.37, on the Ubuntu operating system. NS-
3 is a discrete event network simulator and a tool commonly
used in researching and developing network communication
protocols, examining traffic behaviors and analyzing network
systems.
The process we propose is divided into five phases:
1) public key generation, random secret key generation, secret

key hashing, and key exchange,
2) healthcare data encryption using a symmetric AES-256-

CTR,
3) encrypted healthcare data storage using private

blockchain,
4) storage, in a database, of the encrypted healthcare da-

ta, patient ID, date and time of collecting data, and the
encrypted block hash value,

5) decryption of healthcare data using AES-256-CTR with
the hashed secret key, in the doctor’s application.

In phase 1, the RSA key pair – as shown in Fig. 1 – with
a key size of 2048 bits is generated in the doctor’s application.
Then, the RSA public key is delivered to the patient switch
device (it is sent to the SDN’s application plane). In the SDN
application, the ACL protocol-based device MAC address
is used in the directly connected switch. If the assigned rule
matches, then the SDN controller announces the public key
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Fig. 4. Healthcare SD WBAN system.

to the device to allow is to access network. Next, a 32-byte
random key is generated in each patient switch device and
hashes the AES secret key using the SHA-3 algorithm with
a hash size of 256 bits. The hashed secret key is sent to the
destination using RSA.
These operations ensure mutual authentication between the
two parties (the sender’s switch and the doctor’s application).
This shared key can be then used to encrypt and decrypt actual
data exchanged between the parties.
Phase two ensures symmetric encryption of the data collected
from the patient’s sensors using AES-256, as shown in Fig.
2, and CTR mode of operation (Fig. 3a), with a randomly
generated nonce and a shared hashed secret key. The resulting
encrypted data is stored as a string of integers to facilitate
transmission between the parties.
Confidentiality of this operation is ensured by relying on
a secure cryptosystem. It needs to be noted that the use of
AES with the CTR mode ensures faster execution and reduces
complexity, as the same algorithm is used at both ends.
In phase three, the encrypted sensed data, concatenated with
the encrypted hashed secret key, is stored in the blockchain
with all relevant information, plus the date and time. Pri-
vate blockchain uses distributed ledger databases that rely
on trusted nodes to maintain network integrity. Each block
contains a set of transactions or data that are validated by the
participating nodes. The blocks are linked together to form
a chain, using a cryptographic hash function which creates
a unique digital fingerprint of the contents of the previous
block. The hash of the previous block serves as a tool to ensure
the integrity of the blockchain, thus creating a tamper-evident
system. This provides a high level of trust and security.
Additionally, each participant on the network owns a copy
of the entire blockchain and can access it at any time. In
specific blockchain systems, a consensus mechanism, called
delegated byzantine fault tolerance (DBFT), is employed to
spread nodes in a distributed network for agreement. It is an
adaptation of the byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) consen-

sus method designed for ensuring network efficiency while
offering excellent security and scalability.
DBFT provides low latency and quick transaction confir-
mation times. Because of its efficient and speed-enhancing
architecture, it is suitable for applications that need to ex-
ecute transactions rapidly. With DBFT, a block cannot be
reversed or broken after it has been verified and added to the
blockchain. This feature is highly important for applications
that demand a high level of security and assurance.
In phase 4, a MySQL database (named Patients) was created
using Apache XAMPP. Then, a table (named Record) was
created. Next, the database table (Record) was connected to
the Python code to insert the sensing encrypted data into the
table (patient ID, sensing data, time, and date).
The block hash number and the encrypted hashed secret key
are linked to the data table. After that, healthcare data is
collected as a unified database, with data integrity verified
by matching it with the original data documented in the
blockchain.

5. Results and Discussion

The model used in the simulation is illustrated in Fig. 5. First,
an analysis of the hybrid encryption and decryption approach-
es is presented. The results are related to a single patient, with
the observation period lasting 24 hours. The amount of da-
ta transferred depends on how critical the patient’s status is.
The same results are obtained for each patient, because each
patient has a separate switch device.

5.1. Encryption and Decryption Process Parameters

In cryptography, processing time analysis assesses the lead
time required for encryption and decryption processes, tak-
ing into account a number of variables, such as key size,
algorithm, mode of operation and data size. Effective cryp-
tographic designs require that performance restrictions be
balanced with security-related needs. The results obtained for
the proposed solution are shown in Fig. 6, where encryption
and decryption process lead times are presented for AES-CTR
with a 128-bit block size. Unlike in other algorithms, in which
delays are experienced in the decryption process, in the pro-
posed solution the encryption and decryption process lead
times are the same. This stems from the fact that both sides
using the encryption algorithm rely on the CTR mode. Due
the properties of AES-CTR, the size of the encrypted file
is similar to the original, meaning that no overhead data is
added during the transmission.
In the field of cryptography, the term throughput describes
the rate at which cryptographic operations can be performed
or the amount of data that can be processed within a specific
time period.

Throughput =
Blocksize
Totaltime

[bps] . (1)
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Encryption throughput is equal to decryption throughput as
shown in Fig. 7 because the CTR mode on both sides of the
link.

5.2. Key Exchange Processing and Blockchain Agreement
Times

The encryption process lead time is shorter than that required
for the decryption phase, as shown in Fig. 8, because the en-
cryption of an original data file of any length (224, 256, 384,
512 bits) of SHA3 algorithm sizes may be performed in one
block, without the need to repeat the process to accommo-
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Fig. 10. Latency for different plaintext block sizes.

date a higher number of blocks. Meanwhile, the decryption
lead time is longer because the size of the ciphertext file is
expanded due to the modulus.
As the DBFT process depends on a defined group of delegates
rather than on the entire network taking part in the consensus
process, the blockchain agreement time is shorter than in
other consensus algorithms, including proof of work (PoW).
It needs to be stressed that although DBFT offers quick
agreement times shown in Fig. 9, it does so under the premise
that the majority of nodes are trusted and that a system exists
to deal with malicious nodes.

5.3. Latency

The time passing between the start of an operation and its
end is referred to as latency. Latency is crucial for evaluating
the effectiveness and quality of communication systems used
in cryptography, especially in the case of solutions operating
in real-time. The system’s total latency L may be considered
as a sum of:
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Fig. 11. Patient-decrypted data in the application.

Tab. 1. Security characteristics of the proposed solution – compari-
son with recent works from the literature.

Security aspect Paper [3] Paper [16] Proposed

Confidentiality • • •
Integrity • • •

Availability × × •
Authentication • × •
Authorization • × •

L = K + E +BC +D . (2)

where K is the key generation and exchange lead time, E
is the encryption process lead time, i.e. the time it takes to
encrypt the data, BC is the blockchain agreements process
lead time, and D is the decryption process lead time, i.e. the
time it takes to decrypt encrypted data.
The proposed algorithm shows an acceptable latency of ap-
prox. 0.1 s in delivering different amounts of data to the
application, as shown in Fig. 10.

5.4. Doctor’s Application

As a part of this work, an application was developed to view
the patient’s healthcare data. The software decrypts the data
and then displays the log in an easy-to-read form (Fig. 11).

5.5. Security Measurement

To ensure that the system is highly secure, a comprehensive
approach needs to be adopted that covers various aspects
of security. Although achievement of absolute security is
a serious challenge, the best practices described below may
significantly enhance the level of security:
• authentication and authorization processes verify user

identity and allow to grant the necessary access rights
only,
• data encryption protects sensitive data during storage and

transmission,
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Fig. 12. Time required to generate blocks in blockchain.

• proper patch management practices keep the software and
operating systems updated with security patches, thus
mitigating the degree of their vulnerability,
• physical security measures prevent physical access to hard-

ware,
• regulatory compliance ensures that the system complies

with relevant industry regulations and data protection stan-
dards.

In such a context, the proposed SDWBAN system is compared
with several systems verified in previous studies, as shown
in Tab. 1, to evaluate CIA characteristics of the individual
solutions.
In such applications, time is a very important metric, as
patient data must be transmitted without any delays. In Fig.
12, a comparison of the time required to generate blocks in
blockchain is compared for the proposed solution and the
approaches described in other papers. Block generation is
a time-consuming process, and the figure below shows that
our proposal offers a significant advantage in this respect.

6. Conclusions
WBAN is a new technology and much research is still re-
quired to address related challenges inherent to this approach.
In this paper, issues related to data delivery have been dis-
cussed and some security solutions for WBAN applications
have been proposed. The security methods used should be
of a comprehensive nature. Therefore, a hybrid encryption
method with specific key protection measures is proposed
and the entire system is integrated with private blockchain to
enable its use in healthcare applications. The approach de-
scribed in the paper meets the CIA characteristics to ensure
information security.
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